Letter 905j
Church (U19) Summation
Three Church Angels, One Has Fallen
2022-10-22
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Dear Yeshua,
Tuesday, 11 Oct 2022, 9:06AM
This Letter provides further details of a singular event I experienced at the Church (U19), that occurred
on 8 July of 1995, which has had lasting effect up to now, and that led Hinally to the expulsion of a fallen
angel who had been previously assigned (when she was still faithful) to church ministry at one of three
churches. These three churches then merged to become Church (U19). Please permit me to explain.
In Letter 505a I write about meeting a church angel assigned to (U19). We became friends, and he
graciously accepted our invitation to join us at home for Family TV time on a number of occasions.
Subsequently, in Letter 905h, I write about how the Lord Holy Spirit revealed two other church angels
who were assigned to (U19). But one of these (angel Cynthia) had subsequently fallen, and then began to
operate in her own strength, to do her own will. The Holy Spirit removed her, and replaced her with a
faithful angel (Deborah).
On Monday, 10 October 2022, at 10:15AM, I met with Brother (CB80) at (U19) in order to describe an
event which occurred at (U19) on 8 July 1995. I was able to share with him some of my testimony, and
why it is relevant at this time. Afterward the Lord began to clarify to me what happened in 1995 on
Saturday, 8 July 1995. (See also Letter 273a).
According to angel Gabe, as soon as Satan saw that I was going to (U19) with the intent of asking for help
(see Letter 905g item#3, 905h, 905i), he sent threatening words to angel Cynthia, who was already in the
process of falling, informing her that he wanted immediate opposition to whatever I was requesting.
It was angel Cynthia who guided the responses of the people who I spoke with at the church after I
arrived, and it was her words (“You don’t belong here. You need to leave.”) which the downstairs dancing
lady channelled to oppose my request for help.
However, angel Cynthia was removed and replaced, as described in Letter 905h.
I am grateful to the Lord for this clariHication, as it explains a great deal.
Thank You Jesus.
(SPECIAL NOTE 2022-10-22: According to the Lord, angel Cynthia did not like that she had to share
ministry with two other churches (and their angels). It was this attitude which led to her downfall.)
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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